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Stanton Group announces the sale of it’s Cerwin Vega Mobile
division to CVM Acquisition Services
CVM Acquires Legacy Cerwin-Vega Mobile brand -- a perfect
compliment to it's selling channel
HOLLYWOOD, FLA. – July 2nd, 2007 – The Stanton Group, a leading audio equipment
company operating Stanton Magnetics, Cerwin Vega!, and KRK Systems, announced the sale
of the Cerwin Vega’s Mobile Division to CVM Acquisition Services, a sister company to
Diamond Audio Technologies, LLC.
The sale of our Cerwin-Vega Mobile Audio division to CVM is a great fit for one of mobile
audio’s legacy brands, says Timothy Dorwart, Stanton Group CEO. “CVM is very passionate
about this business and I have total confidence that they will continue the tradition of
excellence we have been able to create with the Cerwin Vega name.”
Cerwin Vega began designing world-class car audio speakers as far back as the 1950s and is
one of the most well renowned worldwide brand names with distribution in over 75 countries.
The Cerwin Vega name first gained notoriety by designing state-of-the-art subwoofers,
including the legendary Stroker Technology, which established a new gold standard for
subwoofers.
"We are pleased to reach a deal which enables us to acquire one of the most revered names in
mobile audio,” says Mike Morris, President of CVM. “Combining our history of designing
and manufacturing the finest car audio components with Cerwin Vega’s outstanding brand
legacy allows us to deliver even more value and performance to our customers."
About Stanton Group
Headquartered in Hollywood, Fla., The Stanton Group, consisting of Stanton Magnetics,
Cerwin Vega!, and KRK Systems, is a leading audio equipment company specializing in high
quality products, accessories and equipment for professional DJs, and mobile and home audio
audiences. For more information, visit www.stantongroup.ws
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